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ABSTRACT

It has recently been suggested that the structure and strength of the meridional overturning circulation in the

global ocean is governed by the input of mechanical energy tothe system by winds and tides. However, it

is not clear how this suggestion relates to the existence of multiple equilibria of the meridional overturning

circulation, which depends on thermohaline feedbacks and is more consistent with a buoyancy-driven view

of the circulation. Both theories have been illustrated by box models in the past (Stommel, Tellus, 1961 and

Gnanadesikan, Science, 1999). Here we incorporate these two theories into a single box model in an attempt

to reconcile the roles of mechanical and buoyancy forcing indriving the meridional overturning circulation.

The box model has two equilibrium solutions, one with sinking at high northern latitudes as in the present-day

Atlantic, and one without. The circulation is mechanicallydriven, but the northern sinking can be thought of

as a release valve which acts as a sink of potential energy when the surface water at high northern latitudes is

dense enough to convect. While the source of energy comes from mechanical forcing, the presence or otherwise

of multiple equilibria is therefore determined by thermohaline feedbacks. In some areas of parameter space an

oscillation between the model’s two circulation regimes occurs, reminiscent of a bipolar seesaw.
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1. Introduction

Classical models of the overturning circulation in the Atlantic (e.g. Stommel 1961) treat

it as a buoyancy-forced circulation. Large surface heat andfreshwater fluxes in the high

latitude North Atlantic result in deep convection, establish meridional density gradients and,

in turn, an overturning circulation. The ocean is thereforeviewed as a giant heat engine. Due

to mixed boundary conditions (a fixed-flux boundary condition on salinity and a restoring

boundary condition on temperature) the possibility of multiple equilibria exists.

The simplest such model is Stommel’s (1961) box model4, which consists of two well-mixed

boxes representing the high latitude and tropical oceans ina single hemisphere. Two equi-

librium solutions result: a fast temperature-dominated circulation with cold water sinking

at high latitudes, reminiscent of the Atlantic circulationtoday, and a much slower, reversed

circulation in which salinity dominates over temperature,with sinking in the tropical box.

Multiple steady states such as these have since been demonstrated across a hierarchy of mod-

els, including subsequent generalisations of the Stommel box model, of which there are many

(e.g. Rooth (1982), see Whitehead (1995) for a review), idealized geometry ocean general

circulation models (e.g. Marotzke and Willebrand 1991) andsome coarse-resolution coupled

ocean-atmosphere models (e.g. Manabe and Stouffer (1988),Stocker et al. (1992), Fanning

and Weaver (1997)). Their existence depends on thermohaline feedbacks which alter the

large-scale density gradients responsible for driving theflow.

However, this buoyancy-driven view of the meridional overturning circulation is somewhat

out of date. Marotzke and Scott (1999) have shown that the deep convection initiated by

strong surface cooling at high latitudes is actually asink of potential energy rather than a

source (see also Wunsch and Ferrari 2004). Convection occurs when the water column is

unstable, and the restratification that follows acts to shallow the thermocline and hence reduce

the potential energy available to drive a circulation.

The idea that buoyancy forcing is unable to drive a deep overturning circulation is not a

new one. Sandström (1916), and many authors since, have shown that if the ocean is forced

only by sources of buoyancy at the surface, the overturning circulation that results is a very

shallow one, confined close to the surface, and the deep oceanfills up with uniformly cold,

motionless water. This has led people to conclude that only by adding mechanical energy,

through wind and tidal forcing, can a deep overturning circulation and deep stratification be

generated (e.g. Wunsch 2005). The meridional overturning circulation in the Atlantic Ocean

is therefore increasingly being viewed as a mechanically-driven system (see the recent review

4In fact, Stommel used two different transfer coefficients for temperature and salinity. However, in the limit

as the transfer coefficient goes to zero (infinitely slow relaxation timescale) and the effective salinity goes to

infinity, the boundary condition on salinity tends to a fixed flux condition (Marotzke 1994).
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by Kuhlbrodt et al. (2006)).

Munk and Wunsch (1998) and Wunsch and Ferrari (2004) providea detailed discussion of

the various sources of mechanical energy available to support the overturning circulation.

The energy input by Southern Ocean winds is approximately 1TW (Wunsch 1998) and is

roughly equivalent to that available from tides/other sources. Gnanadesikan et al. (2005)

demonstrate that, in two general circulation models (GCMs), it is predominantly the wind

stress which provides the mechanical energy required to balance convection in the buoyancy

budget. (Note that an implicit source of mechanical energy is in fact required in the Stommel

and Rooth models, since they rely on boxes which remain well-mixed in the vertical.)

A recent model by Gnanadesikan (1999) uses simple scaling arguments to describe how ther-

mocline depth and overturning strength might depend on Southern Ocean wind strength and

interior mixing parameters. Gnanadesikan allows for the fundamental balance in the South-

ern Ocean between wind stress (which acts to steepen isopycnals, and hence deepen the main

ocean thermocline) and baroclinic eddies (which act to flatten isopycnals). The thermocline

depth is set by a balance between these two Southern Ocean processes, as well as northern

hemisphere convective sinking and diapycnal upwelling in the interior. The idealized ocean

GCM experiments of Klinger et al. (2003) provide some support for these scalings. How-

ever, the Gnanadesikan (1999) model has only one solution - it does not include the multiple

equilibria characteristic of buoyancy-forced models suchas those of Stommel and Rooth.

In this paper we extend the model of Gnanadesikan to include salt and heat budgets, and

recover multiple equilibria in a system where the overturning circulation is mechanically

driven. We find Gnanadesikan’s original equilibrium, with sinking at high northern latitudes,

supplied in part from diapycnal upwelling in the interior and in part by Ekman flow in the

Southern Ocean. However, we also find a second equilibrium inour model in which the

northern sinking is switched off, the thermocline is much deeper, and an eddy-induced vol-

ume transport balances the northward Ekman flow in the Southern Ocean, leaving only a

small residual circulation with sinking in the Southern Ocean and upwelling in the ocean

interior. Convective processes in the North Atlantic act asa release valve (Samelson 2004),

reducing the thermocline depth, and hence the potential energy in the system, but only when

the vertical density profile at high northern latitudes is unstable.

The model presented here is, by design, a simple, low-dimensional system which, whilst

built on physical principles which we believe to be important in the real ocean, does not

aim to represent the detailed physics one might find in higher-dimensional models such as

GCMs. It should be viewed as a simple tool useful for developing a conceptual framework,

and formulating climate-relevant questions which we can then address using more complex

models and observational data.

Gnandesikan’s model and our extension of it are described insection 2. The two equilibria are
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introduced in section 3, and their dependence on wind strength, diapycnal mixing, freshwater

forcing, eddy diffusivity and wind-driven lateral exchange is discussed. Section 4 describes a

region of parameter space in which an oscillation between the two circulation regimes occurs.

Conclusions are presented and discussed in section 5.

2. Model Formulation

In recognition of the fact that application of the results beyond the context of this model

should only be done with great care, we choose generic (and non-capitalized) terms for the

geometry of the model. The model ocean consists of a single basin spanning both hemi-

spheres, with a circumpolar channel in thesouthern ocean, over which a zonal wind stress

is applied, and in which acircumpolar currentflows uninterrupted around the globe. In the

high latitudes of ournorthern hemisphere basinconvective sinking occurs as in the present-

day North Atlantic. The model thermocline separates low density water in the tropical and

mid-latitude surface oceans from the denser water found in the deep oceans, which outcrops

in the high latitude convecting regions and the southern ocean. Upwelling occurs into the

thermocline over an area representative of the Indian and Pacific Oceans as well as the At-

lantic.

a. Dynamics

The dynamics of our conceptual model are based on Gnanadesikan (1999) (see Fig 1a.) The

thermocline depth (D) is set by a balance between northern hemisphere sinking (qN ), diapy-

cnal upwelling in the interior (qU ), the northward Ekman flux associated with southern ocean

winds (qEk) and an eddy-induced volume flux (qEddy) associated with baroclinic instability

in the circumpolar current. A volume budget of the thermocline box gives

A
∂D

∂t
= qEk − qEddy + qU − qN , (1)

whereA = 2.6 × 1014 m2 is the area over which upwelling into the thermocline takes place,

and the terms on the right hand side represent volume transports through the thermocline,

or equivalently watermass transformation rates. Alternatively, this can be thought of as a

potential energy budget, where the Ekman transport associated with southern ocean winds

acts to deepen the thermocline and hence increase the potential energy, and this deepening

is arrested by baroclinic instability in the southern oceanand sinking in the northern high

latitudes, both of which therefore reduce the potential energy in the system. Samelson (2004)

describes the overturning circulation similarly as a “pumpand valve” system, in which wind
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Figure 1: Two schematic views of the Gnanadesikan (1999) conceptual model.
(a) The thermocline depthD depends upon a balance between the northward
Ekman transport arising due to southern ocean winds (qEk), the eddy-induced
southward transport in the circumpolar current (qEddy), diapycnal upwelling in
the interior (qU ) and northern hemisphere sinking (qN ). (b) The model is based on
a 3-dimensional picture of the volume fluxes crossing the thermocline (illustrated
by the curved plane). The thermocline has a depthD on the eastern boundary
and through much of the interior, but is assumed to outcrop inthe southern ocean
and the north west of the basin where convection takes place.
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forcing over the Southern Ocean is the pump and thermodynamic exchange at high northern

latitudes is the valve.

As illustrated by Fig. 1b, the model is not zonally uniform; it represents a 3-dimensional

picture of the volume fluxes crossing the thermocline. The shaded plane in Fig. 1b represents

the deep thermocline, which has a constant depth (D) on the eastern boundary of the basin, but

outcrops in the southern ocean and in the north west of the basin, where deep convection takes

place. This formulation is based on observational evidence, which suggests that meridional

density gradients on the sloping eastern boundaries of eachocean basin are small, with much

larger meridional gradients on the western boundaries (Marshall 2007), and also on simple

theoretical models showing similar results (e.g. Marotzke(1997), Johnson and Marshall

(2002)).

Fluxes through the thermocline can be simply parameterizedin terms of the thermocline

depth, as in Gnanadesikan (1999). The northward Ekman flux inthe southern ocean is given

by

qEk =
τLx

ρ0|fS|
, (2)

whereτ is the zonal wind stress at the surface,Lx = 3 × 107 m is the zonal extent of

the southern ocean,ρ0 = 1027.5 kg m−3 is a reference density andfS = −10−4 s−1 is the

Coriolis parameter.

The eddy component of the volume budget can be represented bythe Gent and McWilliams

(1990) parameterization, and is given by an eddy diffusion coefficientAGM multiplied by the

gradient of the upper layer thickness in the meridional direction. As in Gnanadesikan (1999)

this gives

qEddy =
AGMDLx

Ly

, (3)

whereLy = 106 m is the meridional extent of the southern ocean frontal region. The southern

volume flux into the thermocline is therefore

qS = qEk − qEddy . (4)

Diapycnal upwelling in the ocean interior is set by an advective-diffusive balance:

qU =
κA

D
, (5)

whereκ is a constant diapycnal mixing coefficient. The stability ofthe circulation, and

its response to increased freshwater forcing, are highly sensitive to both the magnitude (e.g.

Manabe and Stouffer (1999), Schmittner and Weaver (2001)) and parameterization (e.g. Nils-

son and Walin (2001), Marzeion and Drange (2006), Marzeion et al. (2006)) ofκ. Here we
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explore the sensitivity of our model to the magnitude ofκ, but treat it as independent of

stratification.

The northern hemisphere sinkingqN is assumed to be equal to the northward geostrophic

transport above the thermocline in the high latitude northern hemisphere basin (as in Johnson

and Marshall 2002). It is given by

qN =
∫ xe

xw

hvdx =
g′

2fN

(

h2

e − h2

w

)

=
g′D2

2fN

, (6)

wherehe andhw are the thermocline thicknesses on the eastern and western boundaries (at

xe andxw respectively),v = g′

fN

∂h
∂x

is the geostrophic northward velocity,g′ = g∆ρ/ρ0,

g = 9.8 m s−2 is the acceleration due to gravity,∆ρ is the density difference between the

thermocline and deep boxes, andfN = 10−4 s−1 is the value of the Coriolis parameter. The

thermocline depth is equal toD on the eastern boundary, and is assumed to outcrop on the

western boundary at high latitudes.

Gnanadesikan (1999) parameterized northern sinking slightly differently, by considering the

balance between meridional pressure gradients in the northern hemisphere and friction within

the western boundary current. However, he arrived at the same dependence onD2, and was

forced to introduce a constantC to account for the effects of geometry and boundary layer

structure. Note that both our approach and that of Gnanadesikan predict a thermocline depth

that is too small for aqN representative of the present day North Atlantic, with the result

that the upwelling flux is probably more important here than in the real ocean (Gnanadesikan

et al. 2003).

In steady state the model thus far comprises a cubic equationin D which Gnanadesikan

(1999) solved for a range of values ofτ , κ, andAGM . Only one physical (i.e.D > 0)

solution is obtained across all parameter space, and a standard stability analysis shows this

solution to be stable. Klinger et al. (2003) found support for these scalings in an ocean general

circulation model (OGCM) with idealized geometry.

b. Thermodynamics

The existence of two equilibria in the Stommel (1961) singlehemisphere box model depends

upon an advective feedback. A fast overturning circulationwith northern sinking advects

salty water northwards, enabling the already cold water at high latitudes to sink, and main-

taining a fast overturning circulation. However, if the circulation strength drops below a

critical value, surface freshwater fluxes have time to modify the density in each box, and the

water at high latitudes is no longer dense enough to sink. To include this kind of feedback in

the Gnanadesikan model we need to solve explicitly for heat and salinity budgets.
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Figure 2: Extended box model which includes temperature andsalinity budgets.
Boxes t and d represent the thermocline and deep ocean boxes of the Gnanade-
sikan (1999) model, respectively. Box n represents the convective regions in the
northern hemisphere, and box s the southern ocean south of the circumpolar cur-
rent. There is a net evaporative freshwater flux of2E out of the thermocline box,
and this is returned to the ocean at high latitudes, split evenly between boxes n
and s. Wind-driven lateral mixing in the northern hemisphere is represented by
the volume fluxr exchanged between boxes t and n. Convection at northern high
latitudes is only allowed when∆ρN = ρn − ρd > 0. Volume fluxes are positive
when directed as shown.
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Fig 2 illustrates the differences between our conceptual model and that of Gnanadesikan

(1999). As well as thermocline and deep ocean boxes, we introduce two high latitude surface

boxes to represent the southern ocean south of the circumpolar current and the convective

regions in the northern hemisphere. In addition to solving atime-dependent equation forD

we now solve for the salinityS in each box, and the temperatureTd of the abyssal ocean.

Surface temperatures are assumed to be strongly relaxed to atmospheric temperatures and are

consequently prescribed (Tt = 25oC, Tn = Ts = 5oC).

The constant volume fluxr exchanged between the thermocline and northern boxes represents

wind-driven lateral mixing due to wind-driven gyres and shallow Ekman cells. Note that no

equivalent term is included in the southern hemisphere where the absence of continental

barriers prevents efficient exchange.

The salinity of each box evolves according to the following equations. The top line in each

equation applies whenqS > 0 and the second choice whenqS < 0.

∂

∂t
(StVt) = qU Sd + 2ES0 − qN St







+ qS Ss

+ qS St







+ r (Sn − St) (7)

∂

∂t
(SnVn) = qN (St − Sn) − ES0 + r (St − Sn) (8)

∂

∂t
(SdVd) = qN Sn − qU Sd







− qS Sd

− qS Ss







(9)

∂

∂t
(SsVs) =







+ qS Sd

+ qS Ss







− ES0







− qS Ss

− qS St







(10)

whereVt = A D is the volume of the thermocline box,Vn = 3×1015 m3 is the volume of the

high latitude northern box,Vs = 9×1015 m3 is the volume of the southern ocean box, andVd

is the volume of the deep ocean, which evolves according to∂Vd

∂t
= −∂Vt

∂t
. The total volume

of the ocean is1.2 × 1018 m3, S0 = 35 psu is a reference salinity, andE Sv is half of the net

freshwater flux leaving the thermocline box to the atmosphere.

The deep ocean temperature evolves according to

∂

∂t
(TdVd) = qN Tn − qU Td







− qS Td

− qS Ts







. (11)

Since sinking in the northern hemisphere high latitudes canonly occur when the surface box
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is denser than the deep ocean, the northern sinking fluxqN is set to zero when

ρd > ρn .5 (12)

The densityρ of each box is given by

ρ = ρ0 [1 − α (T − T0) + β (S − S0)] (13)

whereρ0 = 1027.5 kg m−3 is a reference density,T0 = 5oC is a reference temperature,

α = 0.0002 oC−1 andβ = 0.0008 psu−1.

The model is integrated forward in time (using a centred differencing scheme and an Asselin

time filter) from a range of initial conditions onD, S andT to establish the equilibrium

solutions, and to investigate the time-dependent behaviour of the system. The parameters of

interest areτ , κ, AGM , r andE.

3. Two equilibrium solutions

The model exhibits two equilibrium solutions (although in some regions of parameter space

only one of these exists). The first is identical to that established by Gnanadesikan (1999),

with sinking in the northern hemisphere, a shallow thermocline and strong northward flow

out of the southern ocean. However, the model also exhibits asecond equilibrium solution

in which the northern sinking is switched off. These two equilibria, their dependence on the

key parameters, and the regions of parameter space in which they exist are discussed in this

section.

a. Characteristics of the two equilibria

Equilibrium 1 - Inter-hemispheric overturning

In this first equilibrium solution, illustrated schematically in Fig 3a, sinking occurs in the

northern hemisphere, and water returns to the upper ocean via both Ekman upwelling in

the southern ocean and diapycnal upwelling in the interior.The overturning circulation is

therefore inter-hemispheric, and its strength is determined by the interplay of wind, surface

buoyancy forcing and eddy fluxes. Convective sinking in the northern high-latitudes is act-

ing as an energy “release valve” (Samelson 2004). Provided that the density profile here is

unstable the sinking flux removes water from the thermoclineinto the deep ocean. This re-

duces the depth of the thermocline, and hence reduces the potential energy in the system. It

5In practise, for numerical reasonsqN is set to 0 whenρd > ρn + δ, in the limit whereδ → 0. The solutions

are not sensitive to the value ofδ provided it is small.
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Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the overturning circulationin each of the two
equilibrium solutions. (a) Interhemispheric overturning. (b) Collapsed northern
sinking.
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is a self-sustaining volume flux since, when it is switched on, salty water from the thermo-

cline is supplied to the high latitude surface box, maintaining a density profile which favours

convection.

Equilibrium 2 - Collapsed northern sinking

In the second equilibrium solution (see Fig 3b) the verticaldensity profile at northern high

latitudes is stable, and there is no northern sinking. The Ekman transportqEk moving north-

wards out of the southern ocean into the thermocline remainssignificant, and the only process

able to balance this is the southward volume transport induced by eddies in the circumpolar

current. For the eddy fluxqEddy to be of an appreciable magnitude the isopycnals in the

southern ocean must be steep, i.e. the thermocline must be deep. This equilibrium is there-

fore characterized by a much deeper thermocline than Equilibrium 1, andqEddy almost exactly

balancesqEk. SinceqU is always directed upward, there is in fact a weak residual circulation

with sinking in the southern ocean (qS is small and negative).

b. Analytical solutions

In a steady state, the model can be solved analytically for both equilibria. By considering

the density structure of the analytical solutions it is thenpossible to establish the regions of

parameter space in which each equilibrium is viable, and reproduce exactly the steady state

results of the numerical box model.

The steady state of the model expressed in Equations (1) to (6) comprises the cubic equation:

g′

2fN

D3 +
AGMLx

Ly

D2 −
τLx

ρ0|fS|
D − κA = 0 . (14)

In the limit in which there are no eddies, theD2 term disappears and we recover the balance

of Toggweiler and Samuels (1995) whereqN = qEk + qU . No collapsed state is then possible

sinceqEk andqU are both positive. In the limit where interior mixing is negligible (κ → 0)

a collapsed state does exist in which southern ocean wind forcing is balanced by eddy fluxes

(Danabasoglu et al. 1994).

The thermocline depth in Equilibrium 1 can be easily determined from Equation (14). For

Equilibrium 2, which has no northern sinking, the first term goes to zero and the equation

reduces to a quadratic, again easily solved for the thermocline depthD. The volume fluxes

qEk, qEddy, qN andqU can then be found in each case using Equations (2) to (6). All that

remains is to determine the salinity and temperature of eachbox. These can be found by

considering the budget equations below.

Equilibrium 1 - Inter-hemispheric overturning
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Salinity budgets for each box can be written as:

Box t: 2ES0 + qSSs + qUSd − qNSt + r (Sn − St) = 0 (15)

Box n: − ES0 + qN (St − Sn) + r (St − Sn) = 0 (16)

Box d: qNSn − (qU + qS)Sd = 0 (17)

Box s: − ES0 + qS (Sd − Ss) = 0 (18)

Equation (17), when combined with the volume budget for either box t or box d:

qN = qS + qU , (19)

shows thatSn = Sd. Physically, this expresses the fact that, in the case of an inter-

hemispheric overturning with active northern sinking, theproperties of the deep ocean box

are set by those of the high latitude northern surface box. The same is true of the deep ocean

temperature:Td = Tn = 5oC. The equation set can therefore be simplified, substitutingfor

Sd.

From Equations (18) and (16):

Ss = Sn −
ES0

qS

, (20)

and

St = Sn +
ES0

qN + r
, (21)

The total salinity budget can be expressed as:

S0VTotal = StVt + SnVn + SdVd + SsVs . (22)

Substituting forSt, Sd andSs then allows us to determineSn, which is given by

Sn = Sd = S0

[

1 −
E

(qN + r)

Vt

VTotal

+
E

qS

Vs

VTotal

]

, (23)

so thatSt andSs can be re-written as

St = S0

[

1 +
E

(qN + r)

(

1 −
Vt

VTotal

)

+
E

qS

Vs

VTotal

]

, (24)

Ss = S0

[

1 −
E

(qN + r)

Vt

VTotal

+
E

qS

(

Vs

VTotal

− 1
)

]

. (25)

Given the parametersτ, κ, AGM , E andr it is possible to calculate D, and henceVt andVd,

as well as each of theq fluxes, and so these salinites can all be determined. The temperature

of each box is known, and the value ofg′ can be found by iteration from a starting value
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of 0.035ms−2. The density structure of the equilibrium solution can therefore be deduced

entirely analytically.

Equilibrium 2 - Collapsed northern sinking

For the case of a collapsed northern sinking the salinity budgets for each box are:

Box t: 2ES0 + qSSt + qUSd + r (Sn − St) = 0 (26)

Box n: − ES0 + r (St − Sn) = 0 (27)

Box d: − qSSs − qUSd = 0 (28)

Box s: − ES0 − qSSt + qSSs = 0 (29)

whereqS < 0 is directed in a southward direction. In this case the volumebudgetqS = −qU

tells us thatSd = Ss, i.e. the properties of the deep ocean are this time set by those of the

southern high latitude box. From Equations (29) and (27):

Ss = St −
ES0

qU

, (30)

and

Sn = St −
ES0

r
, (31)

Substituting forSn, Sd andSs in the total salinity equation (22) allowsSt to be determined:

St = S0

[

1 +
E

r

Vn

VTotal

+
E

qU

(Vd + Vs)

VTotal

]

. (32)

The other salinity values are then given by:

Sn = S0

[

1 +
E

r

(

Vn

VTotal

− 1
)

+
E

qU

(Vd + Vs)

VTotal

]

, (33)

Sd = Ss = S0

[

1 +
E

r

Vn

VTotal

+
E

qU

(

Vd + Vs

VTotal

− 1
)

]

, (34)

which again allows the density structure to be established.

In the analytical solution laid out above, the two differentequilibria arise due to the two

different values of D obtained when Equation (14) is solved with and without its first term

(only one physical solution results in each case). The density is purely diagnostic. As a

consequence the density field calculated for each of the two equilibrium solutions may not be

physical, or may contradict the assumptions implicit in thesteady state flow field.

We apply a series of criteria to rule out aphysical analytical solutions. An equilibrium solution

doesnotexist if:
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• ρt > ρd ; i.e. the thermocline box is the densest. We do not allow the possibility of

low latitude convection in our conceptual model. Though we could extend it to do so,

the model is too crude to warrant the increased level of complexity.

• qN = 0 but ρn ≥ ρd : i.e. the system is in the collapsed state, but the northern high

latitudes are unstable. In this case convection in the northwould switch on.

• qN > 0 but qS < 0 ; i.e. the system is in the inter-hemispheric overturning state,

and yet the amount of diapycnal upwellingqU more than compensates for the northern

sinking qN so that water is forced to sink in the southern hemisphere as well. This

situation implies instantaneous mixing of the northern andsouthern ends of the deep

ocean, and is therefore unphysical.

After application of these three criteria, the analytical solution exactly reproduces the be-

haviour of the numerical box model in terms of the existence and characteristics of each

equilibrium solution for any given set of parameters.

Since it is possible to solve for the two equilibrium solutions analytically, a time-dependent

numerical box model is only required in order to establish which equilibrium the model

adopts from any given set of initial conditions, and to investigate the time-dependent be-

haviour of the system. The remainder of this section shows results calculated from the ana-

lytical steady state solutions discussed above. Time-dependent behaviour will be considered

in Section 4.

c. Sensitivity to parameters

For the parameters given in Section 2 andτ = 0.1Nm−2, κ = 2 × 10−5m2s−1, AGM =

2000m2s−1, r = 5Sv, E = 0.25Sv both equilibrium solutions exist, and their characteristics

are shown in Table 1. Note that the thermocline is considerably deeper in the collapsed

northern sinking case, and thatqEddy more than compensates forqEk, which does not change

between the two;qS is negative (i.e. southward) as a result. Also note thatρd = ρn in

equilibrium 1 andρd = ρs in equilibrium 2.

Figs 4 to 8 show how these characteristics vary across the parameter space defined byτ, κ, AGM , r

andE. Where an equilibrium solution has been ruled out on the grounds of its density struc-

ture, as discussed above, no line is plotted.

Fig 4 shows the sensitivity to southern ocean wind stressτ . It is clear from the first panel that

the thermocline depthD in both equilibria varies approximately linearly withτ , suggesting

that the wind stress is indeed setting the deep ocean stratification. Similary, panel 2 shows

that the strength of the northern sinking also depends linearly on τ (the northern sinking is,
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1. Interhemispheric overturning2. Collapsed northern sinking

D(m) 352 625

qN(Sv) 22.8 0

qS(Sv) 8.1 -8.3

qEk(Sv) 29.2 29.2

qEddy(Sv) 21.1 37.5

qU(Sv) 14.8 8.3

St(ppt) 35.3 35.9

Sn(ppt) 35.0 34.2

Sd(ppt) 35.0 34.9

Ss(ppt) 33.9 34.9

ρt(kgm−3) 23.6 24.1

ρn(kgm−3) 27.5 26.8

ρd(kgm−3) 27.5 27.4

ρs(kgm−3) 26.6 27.4

Table 1: Characteristics of the two equilibrium solutions for τ = 0.1Nm−2, κ =

2 × 10−5m2s−1, AGM = 2000m2s−1, r = 5Sv, E = 0.25Sv
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of course, zero by definition in Equilibrium 2), indicating that the energy for the overturning

is coming, at least in part, from southern ocean winds. Figure 6 demonstrates that the over-

turning rate and thermocline depth also increase strongly with the diapycnal mixing rateκ.

Mixing in the real ocean interior is largely driven by tidal forcing (via the generation, propa-

gation and then breaking of internal waves). Therefore boththese figures, together with the

fact that neitherD nor qN vary significantly as a function ofE (see Fig 8), suggest that this

is a mechanically-driven overturning circulation rather than one driven by buoyancy sources

and sinks at the surface.

Notice that, in Fig 5, as the eddy efficiency increases, both the thermocline depth and the

overturning strength decrease. This demonstrates that baroclinic instability is indeed remov-

ing energy from the system. As in Table 1, it is obvious from all these figures that, across

parameter space, the thermocline in the collapsed northernsinking state is much deeper than

that in the interhemispheric overturning equilibrium,qEddy is larger thanqEk, andqS is di-

rected southward.

In the interhemispheric overturning case, as the wind stress increases and the thermocline

deepens, the eddy-induced flux in the southern oceanqEddy increases, but not by as much as

qEk, and so the northward flux out of the southern ocean increases, accounting for a larger

and larger fraction of the overturning. If, on the other hand, κ is increased (see Fig 6) then the

proportion of the overturning which upwells in the ocean interior becomes much larger. The

large fraction which upwells in the ocean interior for the reasonable central parameter space

shown in Table 1 is due to the fact that equation (6) results ina too smallD for aqN which is

representative of present-day North Atlantic sinking (Gnanadesikan et al. 2003). The model

could of course be adapted to deal with this, but at the expense of a loss of simplicity and,

since the purpose is not to simulate in detail the real ocean,we choose not to.

For an interhemispheric overturning system, we findSn ≈ S0 across all of parameter space

(not shown). This is because the total amount of salt in the system is conserved, and boxes

n and d (both with salinitySn) make up about 85% of the total ocean volume. As a result,

the salinity in these boxes cannot differ very much from the average for the system. This is

not so true ofSs in the collapsed northern sinking state because, although box s is setting the

properties of the deep ocean box d in this case, their combined volumes are much smaller

since the thermocline box (t) is deeper.

From Figs 4 to 8 it is apparent that in some regions of parameter space only one equilibrium

exists. For example, whenτ is small, κ is large orAGM is large, only Equilibrium 2 is

possible, i.e. there is no northern sinking state. This is because in these regions of parameter

space the thermocline depth is small, makingqU larger thanqN in the “on” state. As a result,

some of the volume flux upwelling into the thermocline box is forced southwards and sinking

tends to occur inboth high latitude boxes. Since the deep ocean box is well-mixed in our
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning(heavy lines) and the
collapsed northern sinking state (light lines) to the southern ocean wind stressτ .
Values of the other parameters are as in Table 1:κ = 2 × 10−5m2s−1, AGM =
2000m2s−1, r = 5Sv, E = 0.25Sv. In panel 3 the dashed line showsqEk, which
is the same in both equilibrium solutions. In panel 6 dashed lines refer to the
thermocline box (t), solid lines to the northern high latitude box (n) and dash-
dot lines to the southern ocean box (s). The properties of thedeep box (d) are
identical to those of box n in the interhemispheric overturning state with northern
sinking active. In the second equilibrium, where sinking occurs in the south,
box d is identical to box s. Note thatg′ ≈ 0.037 m s−2 and varies by less than
0.002 m s−2 over this parameter range.
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Figure 5: Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning(heavy lines) and the
collapsed northern sinking state (light lines) to the eddy diffusion coefficient
AGM . Values of the other parameters are as in Table 1:τ = 0.1Nm−2, κ =
2 × 10−5m2s−1, r = 5Sv, E = 0.25Sv. In panel 3 the dashed line showsqEk,
which is the same in both equilibrium solutions. In panel 6 dashed lines refer
to the thermocline box (t), solid lines to the northern high latitude box (n) and
dash-dot lines to the southern ocean box (s). The propertiesof the deep box
(d) are identical to those of box n in the interhemispheric overturning state with
northern sinking active. In the second equilibrium, where sinking occurs in the
south, box d is identical to box s. Note thatg′ ≈ 0.037 m s−2 and varies by less
than0.002 m s−2 over this parameter range.
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Figure 6: Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning(heavy lines) and the
collapsed northern sinking state (light lines) to the diapycnal mixing coefficient
κ. Values of the other parameters are as in Table 1:τ = 0.1Nm−2, AGM =
2000m2s−1, r = 5Sv, E = 0.25Sv. In panel 3 the dashed line showsqEk, which
is the same in both equilibrium solutions. In panel 6 dashed lines refer to the
thermocline box (t), solid lines to the northern high latitude box (n) and dash-
dot lines to the southern ocean box (s). The properties of thedeep box (d) are
identical to those of box n in the interhemispheric overturning state with northern
sinking active. In the second equilibrium, where sinking occurs in the south,
box d is identical to box s. Note thatg′ ≈ 0.037 m s−2 and varies by less than
0.002 m s−2 over this parameter range.
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Figure 8: Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning(heavy lines) and
the collapsed northern sinking state (light lines) to the freshwater forcingE.
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model, this assumes instantaneous mixing between the two polar oceans at depth, which is

unphysical, and this equilibrium must be ruled out.

Similarly, when the upwelling fluxqU is less than the lateral mixingr, only Equilibrium 1

exists, i.e. there is no “off” state. This occurs whenτ is large,AGM is small orκ is small (i.e.

the thermocline is deep andqU is small), and/or whenr is large. Time-dependent experiments

with the numerical box model show that, in this region of parameter space, the northern box

quickly becomes saltier and denser than the deep box, i.e.ρn > ρd(= ρs), and convection

switches on. Because the lateral mixing in the northern hemisphere is stronger than the flow

out of the thermocline into the southern ocean, the salinityexcess in the thermocline box

is flushed out to the north rather than to the south, and the stable density profile at high

northern latitudes cannot be maintained. Exchange with thesouthern ocean (qS = −qU ) is

too weak to stop box t, and hence box n, from becoming salty andconvection switching on.

This dependence on the relative amount of mixing between thethermocline and the north and

south high latitudes raises important questions about the ways in which salinity is flushed out

of the thermocline in the real ocean, if there is no net northern overturning circulation and

convective sinking. It will be discussed further in Section5.

WhenE is large there is also only one equilibrium solution; the collapsed northern sinking

state does not exist. An intense hydrological cycle withoutany northern sinking results in a

very salty thermocline box (and box n, due to the lateral mixing between them) and a very

fresh southern ocean box (and hence box d) such thatρt > ρd and the vertical density profile

is unstable at low latitudes. Since our model does not allow for convection at low latitudes,

this equilibrium solution cannot exist.

We can understand the limits on the existence of two equilibria from the analytical solution

in Section 3b. For the collapsed northern sinking state to exist we requirethat bothρn < ρd

andρt < ρd. Sinceρd = ρs in this state, and the temperatures of boxes n and s are equal,the

first requirement is equivalent toSn < Ss. Equations (30) and (31) show that this equilibrium

therefore only exists whenr < qU ,

The second requirement is equivalent toρt < ρs or, using Equation (13), that

β (St − Ss) < α∆T . (35)

However, since in the “off” stateSt−Ss = ES0

qU

(Equation (30)), this becomes the requirement

that

qU >
βES0

α∆T
, (36)

or thatqU > 1.75Sv for the parameters used in Table 1.

In the “on” state, the condition thatρt < ρd (= ρn), is that:

β (St − Sn) < α∆T , (37)
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or

qN + r >
βES0

α∆T
. (38)

In the regions of parameter space displayed in Figs 4 to 8, equations (36) and (38) always

hold. However, in other corners of parameter space (e.g. largeE) this is not the case, and the

analytical solution provides valuable guidance on whetherwe should expect two equilibrium

solutions to exist.

From the discussions above it is clear that both the lateral mixing rater and the net freshwa-

ter forcingE play a large role in determining whether there are two, physical, equilibrium

solutions. However, Figs 7 and 8 show thatr andE have only a tiny effect on the strength

of the overturning and the depth of the thermocline. This is because the reduced gravityg′

only varies by a small amount across the whole of parameter space, since it is determined by

the vertical density difference between thermocline and deep ocean (transmitted into a zonal

density difference due to outcropping isopycnals). The meridional density gradient between

boxes t and n does not set the strength of the overturning in our conceptual model.

It was noted earlier in this section that for largeτ and smallκ the southern ocean dominates

over interior mixing in returning the fluid sinking in the north to the thermocline. However,

we have also noted that in this parameter regime the collapsed northern sinking state is un-

stable. Two equilibria are more likely to exist when diapycnal mixing in the interior plays a

significant role in the overturning circulation, because the ability to clear salinity anomalies

out of the thermocline to the south in a collapsed state is dependent on the magnitude of the

southwards fluxqS, which is set byqU .

It is obvious from Figs 4 to 8 that the stability of the two equilibrium solutions, together with

their characteristics, are a strong function of the variousparameters of the conceptual model.

More generally, the solutions are of course a function of theexact model used, and the details

would certainly change if, for example, the number of boxes was increased. Therefore, the

quantitative results discussed throughout this paper should not be taken as representative of

more complex models or the real ocean. However, this model incorporates the dominant

processes involved in moving water through the thermocline, and as such the existence of the

two equilibria may be plausible.

4. Bipolar seesaw?

The discussion so far has focused on equilibrium solutions,which can be solved analytically.

The time dependent behaviour of the system can be studied by solving the model numerically,

and allows an assessment of which equilibrium the model asymptotes to from any given initial

conditions, as well as of its hysteresis curve.
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Figure 9: Time dependent evolution of the system for the parametersτ =
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Figure 10: Sequence of events that occurs during the oscillatory behaviour shown in Fig 9.
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In some regions of parameter space, the model exhibits oscillatory behaviour under constant

forcing, switching between the two circulation regimes outlined in Section 3 on a timescale

of order 1000 years. Fig 9 shows time series of thermocline depth, each of the volume

fluxes, and the salinites and densities of each box for the parametersτ = 0.2Nm−2, AGM =

2000m2s−1, κ = 2 × 10−5m2s−1, r = 8Sv, andE = 0.8Sv. The flow diagram in Fig 10

describes the sequence of events that occur in one cycle.

The system can be thought of as a charge-discharge model in terms of the salinity of the

thermocline. Initially there is no northern sinking, but surface fresh water fluxes lead to

the salinification of the thermocline box (and hence of box n due to lateral mixing by the

large-scale circulation,r) so that convection switches on. The largeqN which results quickly

flushes out the salinity anomaly and shallows the thermocline. Once the salinity excess is

expelled the thermocline box freshens due to advection fromthe south and convection shuts

off. The thermocline must then re-grow before the eddy-induced volume transport can bal-

anceqEk, qS can change sign to become southward, and a salinity anomaly can start to build

again in the thermocline.

The crucial ingredients of any oscillation are a negative feedback process and a delay in the

system. In our case, the negative feedback arises due to convection, which rapidly flushes out

the salinity anomaly required for an unstable density profile at northern high latitudes. The

delay comes from the time required to re-grow the thermocline and generate a new salinity

anomaly. The three key processes which set the period of the oscillation are therefore the

flushing, re-growth and re-salinification of the thermocline, and so the timescale depends on

the volumes of the boxes, and also on the strength of the lateral mixing r. For the particular

parameters chosen in Fig 9 the period is approximately 4000 years. The larger the value of

r, the shorter the period, since increases in salinity in box tare communicated more effec-

tively into box n. If the volume of box s is reduced then convection remains switched on for

longer, because there is less of a reservoir of fresh water tothe south with which to dilute the

thermocline salinity during the flushing process.

Note that the sinking in the model (and the determination of deep ocean properties) switches

between northern and southern hemispheres on a timescale oforder 1000 years. This is

reminiscent of the “bipolar seesaw” proposed by Broecker (1997) and discussed in the context

of palaeoclimate records and model results by many authors since (see Stocker (2000) for

a review). The interval between Dansgaard-Oeschger climate fluctuations in the northern

hemisphere over the last 50,000 years is 1500 years (Dansgaard et al. 1993). Whilst the

model employed here is very simple, and is not designed or able to reproduce the complexity

of the whole system, such large scale characteristics as flushing and thermocline-deepening

timescales may well be similar to those which are relevant inthe real ocean.

The region of parameter space in which this bipolar oscillation occurs can be predicted from
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the analytical solution. When the collapsed northern sinking equilibriumwould fulfill the

criteria ρn > ρt > ρd (= ρs), no steady off-state is in fact possible since both the high

latitude northern hemisphere and the low latitudes are gravitationally unstable. However,

periodic bursts of convection are able to remove surface salinity anomalies and stabilize the

low latitudes. This convection does not become self-sustaining because the associated volume

flux is large (due to the deep thermocline which prevails in anoff-state) and salinity anomalies

are quickly replaced by lighter water.

Equations (13), (30) and (31) show that these criteria for a bipolar oscillation are satisfied

when

r >
βES0

α∆T
> qU , (39)

whereqU is given by equation (5), andD in the collapsed state is given by the solution to

equation (14) when the first term goes to zero:

D =
τLy

2ρ0fSAGM

+

√

√

√

√

τ 2L2
y

4ρ2
0f

2

SA2

GM

+
κALy

AGMLx

. (40)

For the simulation shown in Fig 9,βES0/α∆T = 5.6 Sv. Providedr is larger than this, and

the thermocline depth in the collapsed state is larger than929 m, oscillatory behaviour will

result. Physically,r must be greater thanqU in the off-state for an oscillation to occur, because

this causes thermocline salinity anomalies to be mixed preferentially into the northern high

latitudes rather than the southern ocean, i.e.surface freshwater fluxes lead to a net salinity

input into boxes t and n together, and a net freshening of box s. The idea that the southern

ocean locks up fresh water and keeps it relatively isolated from the thermocline waters is a

recurring theme which will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.

Obviously, some aspects of this simple model are highly unrealistic, and yet the details of

the oscillation depend upon them heavily. For example, the net freshwater flux out of the

thermocline box is here split evenly between the southern ocean and the northern convective

regions. The temperature difference between equator and pole is also fixed such that there

is no ocean heat transport feedback in the system. Great caremust therefore be taken when

extrapolating these results to more complex models and the real ocean.

Similar oscillations have been seen in other simple models of the overturning circulation with

a limited number of degrees of freedom (see the recent reviewby Dijkstra and Ghil (2005)).

However, neither the original Stommel (1961) model nor the Gnanadesikan (1999) model

exhibit oscillatory behaviour (Ruddick and Zhang 1996). The oscillations here rely upon

elements of both models combined.
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5. Discussion and conclusions

In the simple conceptual model presented here:

• The energy source for the meridional overturning circulation is mechanical, and domi-

nated by southern ocean wind forcing.

• The deep stratification is established by southern ocean winds, and arrested mainly by

baroclinic instability in the circumpolar current and by northern hemisphere convec-

tion.

• Two equilibrium states are found for the meridional overturning circulation, associated

with the thermohaline feedbacks inherent in the system.

• In some reasonable areas of parameter space an oscillation between the model’s two

circulation regimes occurs, with periods of northern hemisphere sinking alternating

with periods of southern ocean sinking (a bipolar seesaw).

The model is purposely limited in terms of degrees of freedomand the processes included,

and is not intended to represent the complete physics of the real ocean. Like other simple

dynamical models it is instead designed to help us develop a conceptual framework, and

formulate the questions we plan to ask of more complex GCMs. More generally then, this

study highlights that:

• Thermohaline processes are important in determining the overturning circulation, even

though they represent an energy sink rather than source. There is as yet little emphasis

in the literature on how energy is removed from the system (with the focus being almost

entirely on how the energy is put in). The dissipation of energy can introduce rich

behaviour of itself. For a discussion of some of the issues relating to the energy sink

see, for example, Molemaker and McWilliams (2005) and references therein, and more

recently Marshall and Naveira-Garabato (2007).

• We can think of the northern hemisphere sinking as an energy release valve that is self-

sustaining in either “on” or “off” states. In his wind-driven idealized three-dimensional

analytical model of the overturning circulation, Samelson(2004) also describes the

conversion of warm thermocline water to cold deeper water inthe North Atlantic as a

“valve” which controls the flux out of the thermocline, permitting a balance with the

creation of thermocline waters by northward Ekman transport in the ACC. He does not,

however, allow for feedbacks in the system which switch thisvalve on and off.
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• The Southern Ocean could play a key role as a freshwater reservoir that receives a

large fraction of the fresh water which evaporates from the tropics, and then keeps this

relatively well isolated from the waters above the thermocline. Due to the lack of lateral

boundaries in the southern hemisphere, communication between the Southern Ocean

and the subtropics via wind-driven gyres and boundary currents is limited. There is

therefore little opportunity for thermocline salinity anomalies to be flushed out to the

south.

This isolation of the Southern Ocean may be important in stabilizing the interhemispheric

overturning (the “on” state). The surface waters of the Atlantic (i.e. thermocline plus cooler

water to the north) have a net evaporative freshwater budget, which favours an unstable den-

sity profile at high latitudes. In the simple model employed here, when there is no northern

convective sinking the high latitudes still become unstable (and convection switches on) un-

less the volume flux out of the thermocline into the southern ocean (|qS| = qU ) is larger than

the wind-driven lateral mixing in the north (r). This raises the interesting question of how

the real ocean thermocline gets rid of its excess salinity, in the absence of North Atlantic

convection. Is the northward transport of relatively freshAntarctic Bottom Water important

in the salinity budget?

The stability of the collapsed northern sinking state depends onqU , which implies that the

parameterization of diapycnal mixingκ may have a large effect. This is in keeping with sev-

eral recent studies which demonstrate that the stability ofthe MOC, as well as its response to

anomalous fresh water forcing at high latitudes, is heavilydependent on the formulation of

κ (e.g. Nilsson and Walin (2001), Marzeion and Drange (2006)). For aκ which is inversely

proportional to the stratification, Nilsson and Walin (2001) and Nilsson et al. (2003) show

that, contrary to general expectations, the MOC may increase as a result of increased fresh-

water forcing. The model presented here treats the diapycnal mixing κ as a constant, and

this is arguably its most severe limitation. It is a source ofgreat concern that the majority of

GCMs also use a constant value forκ.

Several authors have considered the impact of mechanical driving on simple Stommel-like

box models. Gyu Park (1999) demonstrates that allowing for an advective-diffusive balance

in the scaling relation between meridional density gradient and overturning strength intro-

duces a stabilizing feedback which makes the overturning less sensitive to increased fresh-

water forcing. Stommel and Rooth (1968), Pasquero and Tziperman (2004) and Yuan and

Wunsch (2005), each taking different approaches, considerthe impact of direct wind driving,

and show that it modifies the dynamics significantly and affects the model stability. Details

of the transient behaviour and bifurcation structure differ in each study though, highlighting

again that models such as these (and the one employed here) should be viewed as tools for

testing or illustrating ideas and not as analogues of the ocean circulation itself.
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It is as yet unclear to what extent a three-dimensional circulation forced by mechanical and

buoyancy forcing can be reduced to the behaviour of a simple box model (Wunsch 2005).

Demonstrating that a model such as this can be derived formally from the Navier Stokes or

primitive equations, if it is indeed possible, is beyond thescope of this study.

One clear and potentially testable hypothesis which results from this study, however, is the

change in thermocline structure associated with a collapsein the interhemispheric overturning

circulation. Is there, for example, evidence of significantchange in the thermocline depth as-

sociated with a collapsed MOC in GCM freshwater hosing and increasedCO2 experiments?

Palaeoclimate proxy data may also reveal evidence of a changed thermocline structure dur-

ing, say, the Younger Dryas. Such investigations are beyondthe scope of the present study,

but planned for the future. Changes in the thermocline depth, particularly in the tropics, can

have a significant effect on climate via the SST field (e.g. Philander and Fedorov 2003). They

can also affect the amount and distribution of anthropogenic carbon uptake (Mignone et al.

2006).
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List of Figures

Figure 1 Two schematic views of the Gnanadesikan (1999) conceptual model. (a) The ther-

mocline depthD depends upon a balance between the northward Ekman transport arising

due to southern ocean winds (qEk), the eddy-induced southward transport in the circumpolar

current (qEddy), diapycnal upwelling in the interior (qU ) and northern hemisphere sinking

(qN ). (b) The model is based on a 3-dimensional picture of the volume fluxes crossing the

thermocline (illustrated by the curved plane). The thermocline has a depthD on the eastern

boundary and through much of the interior, but is assumed to outcrop in the southern ocean

and the north west of the basin where convection takes place.

Figure 2 Extended box model which includes temperature and salinity budgets. Boxes t

and d represent the thermocline and deep ocean boxes of the Gnanadesikan (1999) model,

respectively. Box n represents the convective regions in the northern hemisphere, and box s

the southern ocean south of the circumpolar current. There is a net evaporative freshwater

flux of 2E out of the thermocline box, and this is returned to the ocean at high latitudes,

split evenly between boxes n and s. Wind-driven lateral mixing in the northern hemisphere is

represented by the volume fluxr exchanged between boxes t and n. Convection at northern

high latitudes is only allowed when∆ρN = ρn − ρd > 0. Volume fluxes are positive when

directed as shown.

Figure 3 Schematic diagram of the overturning circulation in each of the two equilibrium

solutions. (a) Interhemispheric overturning. (b) Collapsed northern sinking.

Figure 4 Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning (heavy lines) and the collapsed

northern sinking state (light lines) to the southern ocean wind stressτ . Values of the other pa-

rameters are as in Table 1:κ = 2×10−5m2s−1, AGM = 2000m2s−1, r = 5Sv, E = 0.25Sv.

In panel 3 the dashed line showsqEk, which is the same in both equilibrium solutions. In

panel 6 dashed lines refer to the thermocline box (t), solid lines to the northern high latitude

box (n) and dash-dot lines to the southern ocean box (s). The properties of the deep box (d)

are identical to those of box n in the interhemispheric overturning state with northern sinking

active. In the second equilibrium, where sinking occurs in the south, box d is identical to box

s. Note thatg′ ≈ 0.037 m s−2 and varies by less than0.002 m s−2 over this parameter range.

Figure 5 Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning (heavy lines) and the collapsed

northern sinking state (light lines) to the eddy diffusion coefficientAGM . Values of the other

parameters are as in Table 1:τ = 0.1Nm−2, κ = 2 × 10−5m2s−1, r = 5Sv, E = 0.25Sv.

In panel 3 the dashed line showsqEk, which is the same in both equilibrium solutions. In

panel 6 dashed lines refer to the thermocline box (t), solid lines to the northern high latitude

box (n) and dash-dot lines to the southern ocean box (s). The properties of the deep box (d)
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are identical to those of box n in the interhemispheric overturning state with northern sinking

active. In the second equilibrium, where sinking occurs in the south, box d is identical to box

s. Note thatg′ ≈ 0.037 m s−2 and varies by less than0.002 m s−2 over this parameter range.

Figure 6 Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning (heavy lines) and the collapsed

northern sinking state (light lines) to the diapycnal mixing coefficientκ. Values of the other

parameters are as in Table 1:τ = 0.1Nm−2, AGM = 2000m2s−1, r = 5Sv, E = 0.25Sv. In

panel 3 the dashed line showsqEk, which is the same in both equilibrium solutions. In panel

6 dashed lines refer to the thermocline box (t), solid lines to the northern high latitude box

(n) and dash-dot lines to the southern ocean box (s). The properties of the deep box (d) are

identical to those of box n in the interhemispheric overturning state with northern sinking

active. In the second equilibrium, where sinking occurs in the south, box d is identical to box

s. Note thatg′ ≈ 0.037 m s−2 and varies by less than0.002 m s−2 over this parameter range.

Figure 7 Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning (heavy lines) and the collapsed

northern sinking state (light lines) to the wind driven lateral mixing r. Values of the other

parameters are as in Table 1:τ = 0.1Nm−2, AGM = 2000m2s−1, κ = 2× 10−5m2s−1, E =

0.25Sv. In panel 3 the dashed line showsqEk, which is the same in both equilibrium solu-

tions. In panel 6 dashed lines refer to the thermocline box (t), solid lines to the northern high

latitude box (n) and dash-dot lines to the southern ocean box(s). The properties of the deep

box (d) are identical to those of box n in the interhemispheric overturning state with northern

sinking active. In the second equilibrium, where sinking occurs in the south, box d is identical

to box s. Note thatg′ ≈ 0.037 m s−2 and varies by less than0.001 m s−2 over this parameter

range.

Figure 8 Sensitivity of the interhemispheric overturning (heavy lines) and the collapsed

northern sinking state (light lines) to the freshwater forcing E. Values of the other parame-

ters are as in Table 1:τ = 0.1Nm−2, AGM = 2000m2s−1, κ = 2 × 10−5m2s−1, r = 5Sv.

In panel 3 the dashed line showsqEk, which is the same in both equilibrium solutions. In

panel 6 dashed lines refer to the thermocline box (t), solid lines to the northern high latitude

box (n) and dash-dot lines to the southern ocean box (s). The properties of the deep box (d)

are identical to those of box n in the interhemispheric overturning state with northern sinking

active. In the second equilibrium, where sinking occurs in the south, box d is identical to

box s.g′ = 0.038 m s−2 whenE = 0.1 Sv, and decreases roughly linearly to0.026 m s−2 at

E = 1.2 Sv.

Figure 9 Time dependent evolution of the system for the parametersτ = 0.2Nm−2, AGM =

2000m2s−1, κ = 2 × 10−5m2s−1, r = 8Sv, E = 0.8Sv.

Figure 10 Sequence of events that occurs during the oscillatory behaviour shown in Fig 9.
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